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Van’s Air Force
Pres: Doug Weiler, 651-3981184, dcw@mnwing.org

On August 21 of this year, a RV-8 crashed out west near
Scio, Oregon taking the life of the 78-year-old pilot/builder and his wife. A longtime member of EAA
Chapter 105, the pilot had previously built an RV-4 and
had been flying the accident RV-8 since he completed
the aircraft in 2004. By all accounts he was a very engaged member of the chapter being involved in many of
their activities including flying over 120 Young Eagles.
For your consideration, here is an excerpt from the FAA
preliminary accident report:
Witnesses, including relatives of the pilot, told investigators the pilot would often conduct low altitude flights and perform aerobatic maneuvers over the
relatives’ home. The relatives stated the pilot conducted three passes over their home prior to the
accident and the airplane was mostly wings level during the first two passes. During the third pass
the airplane flew over about 100 ft above the ground from north to south. The airplane then rolled
like a barrel roll and then descended out of sight behind trees and impacted the ground. One family
member stated she thought the pilot started the maneuver lower than normal. The second family
member said that something did not look right at the start of the maneuver, that the airplane was
too low and that the maneuver was “really snappy looking,” not smooth like he had seen before.
He also said the airplane was not wings level as it exited the maneuver. Both family members described hearing the engine running steady and did not hear anything abnormal before the accident.
Two other witnesses were outside their home about .4 miles west of the accident site and stated that
on one of the passes before the accident the airplane flew over their home from west to east. During the pass one witness thought he heard the airplane wheels hit the tops of the trees near his
home. The airplane then descended to about 5 feet above the ground and then pulled up steeply as
it approached a hedge row before making the accident pass. One of the witnesses videoed the final
portion of the accident pass. In the video, the airplane can be seen in a nose up attitude through
distant trees, then descending towards the ground at about a 45° nose low attitude. The airplane
engine can be heard running before the sound of impact is heard.

So what happened? It
seems rather obvious at
first glance that this
pilot was flying his RV
mailto:treasurer@mnwing.org
in a reckless manner
which resulted in a
www.mnwing.org
tragic accident. The FAA report implies this pilot often
conducted low level flight over relatives’ homes. The FAA
has identified 5 hazardous attributes that can lead to a possible accident. From an article published by Hartzell Propeller Corporation:
Sec/Treas: Bernie Weiss
612-845-6178

Anti-authority: “Don’t tell me!” Pilots with an anti-authority attitude tend to believe that rules, regulations, and
safety procedures don’t apply to them. For example, an
anti-authority pilot may neglect their checklists or refuse to
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take advice from instructors or ATC. Be advised that having an anti-authority attitude is different from simply questioning authority.
Pilots always have the prerogative to speak up to authority if they believe a mistake has been made.
Impulsivity: “Do something quickly!” According to the FAA, an attitude of impulsivity is found in pilots who “feel the need to do
something, anything, immediately.” Instead of taking a moment to think things through or select the best alternative, a pilot with an
impulsive attitude does the first thing that comes to mind. Reacting too quickly can lead to irrational decisions, such as skipping a
preflight or rushing to get home despite inclement weather. Pilots are encouraged to take time to evaluate their options before choosing a course of action.
Invulnerability: “It won’t happen to me!” Many people—not just pilots—fall into a pattern of thinking that accidents happen to others, but never to them. This attitude of invulnerability can become a safety concern when pilots fail to consider the risks of their actions.
Macho: “I can do it!” Pilots with a macho attitude are always trying to impress others and prove themselves by taking unnecessary
risks. Both men and women are susceptible to a macho attitude, which leads to foolish and often dangerous behavior. While pilots
must have a high level of confidence in their abilities, it’s important to avoid becoming overconfident and adopting a macho attitude.
Resignation: “What’s the use?” Finally, pilots with an attitude of resignation lack the confidence and conviction to believe they can
make a difference in what happens to them. These pilots tend to give up easily when faced with challenges and don’t take criticism
well. This attitude is particularly dangerous for pilots in an emergency situation because they may believe they are helpless and resign
to their fate instead of taking action.
Sadly, aviation accidents like this bring to light that reckless flying in your RV can easily lead to tragedy. Don’t do it!!!!!!!
* * * * *

Welcome aboard!!!!
Like many other organizations, the last two years have been a
little rocky for TC RV Builder’s Group. COVID prevented us
from in-person meetings and wading our way through the
501c(3) filing process slowed some of our administrative
tasks. Hopefully the crummy “weather” is behind us and we
can concentrate on education, community, and RV fun!! Join
us in welcoming these new members thus far in 2022!!...
Matt Larson of Minneapolis has just started his RV-14A
project.
Eric Schraff of Eden Prairie , MN is waiting on his RV-10
tail kit.
Keith Resar of Minneapolis is moving along on his RV-9 tail
kit and Van tells him his wing kit is to be delivered in January
Mark Hesser of St. Michael, MN is flying his RV-8A.
Derek Slaughter of Chanhassen, MN is still in the thinking
stage and hopes to meet like-minded RV folks.

Joe Eltgroth of Hutchinson, MN says: Wanting to learn
more about building. Just in the stage of thinking I want to do
this, but unsure if I have the stamina to finish such a project.
Need to be exposed to more people who are or have done it
Tim Argo in Stewartville, MN has a RV-14A kit on order.
Jim Peterson of Park Rapids, MN is working on his RV14A wings
Victor Ramos of Minneapolis joins us to learn more about
RVs.
Jay Bosch of Atwater, MN is flying his RV-8.
RV-10 builder Roger Jepsen of Sioux Falls reports: Hello!
Excited to join this amazing group of RV builder’s and learn
from those who have completed and are still building their
dream aircraft.
Philip Nelson of Golden Valley, MN reports: Considering
RV-8 or RV-7A. I have flown with Tom Berge and have also
taken the EAA Sheet Metal Basics class.

Kelly Schmidt of Lake Elmo flies a Cessna 172 but has a “lot
of RV friends!”

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Jerry’s Latest Update
Jerry Altmann has been plugging away on his RV-7A. He recently began installing a really nice Stein Air instrument panel
(Jerry reports Stein is booked out 17 months for a new
panel!!!). Here’s some recent photos:

Use it or Lose it
-Doug
When I’m not building, flying, or talking RVs, my #2 passion
is sound engineering. I can’t play a note but I’ve been
wrassln’ musical electrons at our church for the past 12 years.
I tell folks that mixing live sound is so much like flying: lot’s
of nerdy techno things to dabble with, super complicated
sound boards to figure out, wiring and cabling so much like an
airplane. Not to mention a myriad of ways to embarrass oneself when those wayward electrons do not mind. Not good
when something goes haywire and 400 people turn around and
look at YOU!

Mission control… lots of buttons require lots of practice

In April, we had a new digital sound board and associated network installed plus a total rewiring of our auditorium. I’m
still learning the nuances of all the gizmos. Just like learning a
new airplane.
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The vast majority of new RVs are loaded with the latest Garmin or Dynon goodies which rival the latest airline cockpits. I
have harped on this before but once your new RV is up and
flying, learning (and STAYING current) on the “buttonology”
should include a master plan such that communicating and
navigating with the fancy stuff on your panel is second nature.
(I have flown with several pilots in their RVs who are lacking
in their EFIS skills.) Fancy screens and iPads with Foreflight
are very distracting and trying to figure out what they are doing and still flying the airplane is not only difficult but potentially dangerous.

As an old Cessna 180 driver, the landing of a 180 really got
my attention.
You can check it out at this link:
https://youtu.be/rJ9CnrH_cfE

I suggest you plug in a battery charger, fire up your cool EFIS
screens, get out the user manual, and practice pushing the right
buttons. When you get airborne, it becomes much easier.

Hang on there folks! Nothing to worry about….

The pilot starts out fairly well but you can tell he’s fast and
floating, and floating, and floating. Several chances to goaround but when he does touch down watch the elevator and
ailerons. Honestly it looks like he let go of the wheel! Thankfully nothing more than a skinned up wingtip and equally
skinned up ego.

Airplane buttons to learn… more practice!

Don’t neglect your flying skills either. In my humble opinion,
one should fly at least once a week. Personally, I alternate
with one week practicing 2 or 3 instrument approaches and
then the next week doing some air work (steep turns, stalls,
landings, etc). Keep the dust away1!

After 4000 hours plus of taildragger time I can’t scream it loud
enough…. “Get the wheel/stick back IN YOUR GUT!!” This
keeps maximum pressure on the tailwheel maintaining directional control during the rollout and keeps the airplane stalled.
Our hapless 180 driver also needed full left aileron during the
process as well. Works just the same in a taildragger RV.
Yes, a wheel landing is different animal but personally I consider a RV a marginal wheel landing airplane (the RV-8 is doable if you are skilled).
Nuff said….

Get that “&O*%#” stick back!!
-Doug
By now you may have seen the YouTube video circulating
around showing some rather “sporting” landings at Air Venture when the wind was blowing across runway 36 at 20 knots
or more. Many great examples on how to handle the wind. I
dare say that the RV guys did pretty well (of course we know
we are superior pilots!!)

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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What our members are building and
flying
Tom Mosby and his RV-7A
-Frank Huber
Tom's introduction into aviation
came from his father, who flew Corsairs in WWII and the Korean War.
Tom soloed in 1976 at Linden, New
Jersey. That precipitated a career
change, so over the next four years
he earned a wallet-full of flight ratings, everything except the ATP, including a CFII, and Aircraft Dispatcher. He also earned a degree in Aerospace Technology.

Within a week of graduating, Tom was offered a job with
NWA Flight Dispatch. He moved to Minnesota in the spring
of 1980 at the age of twenty-five with his family. Forty years
later he took the early retirement package offered due to
COVID in 2020.
Tom has this to say
about his forty-year career with Northwest/Delta: I had a
great career. My area
of flight dispatch specialty and expertise was Asia and SE Asia
(and sometimes India and Australia). These were the some of
the longest and most complicated flights at NWA/Delta and I
dare say anywhere. My flights averaged 12-16 hours and took
up to 2 hours just to plan one flight. I had the privilege of
working with and earning the trust of the most

experienced crews on the biggest aircraft flying the longest,
most critical, and highly leveraged flights.
I loved the challenge. Arrival was often 18-20 hours after
flight release creation time so you had to really study much
more than just the TAFs for weather. International Dispatch
sat next to Meteorology and we worked hand-in-glove with
them. Flights over the north pole through Russia and China
could easily require reading through 36 pages of NOTAMS
through 10 FIR regions! Threats included volcanoes, super
cold polar air chilling the fuel, mechanical problems en route,
tropical storms, political issues and medical emergencies. We
monitored our own flights and were contact capable 2
Life got in the way of his personal flying, but he accumulated
several thousand hours of cockpit jump-seat time. In 2013 on a
flight to South Africa to visit his sons-in-law, he was offered a
jump seat ride by the captain. After they arrived, the captain
took Tom for a ride in his RV-8 over Cape Town and he was
hooked. He started looking for an RV when he returned home.
Tom purchased his RV-7A in 2013, which had been built in
2011 by a Net Jets captain out of Hurricane, UT, who had recently lost his medical.

Tom and his granddaughter Abigail at FCM
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backup comm, and GMA245 audio panel. Tom also installed
the latest Aerosun landing lights in the wingtips. Years ago he
installed an O2 system.

Instrument panel during the “Berge” touch

Tom’s daughter Cammy, who is also a pilot, at OSH

His aircraft has a Aerosport Power IO-375 driving an MT
composite propeller.

Instrument panel after the “Berge” touch!! ….. No just kidding…. Although Tom says this is his “premium” package if
you are interested

Instrument panel before the “Berge” touch

Tom had Tom Berge install a new instrument panel last winter
with the following equipment: Dual G3Xs, GTN650xi,
GMC507 Autopilot controller, G5 EFIS, heated pitot, FDS
GD40 CO detector, GTX330-ES transponder, GTR200

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Here’s Tom’s “real” panel after the “Berge” touch!!

When Tom bought the aircraft, it had 68 hours and it currently
has 620 hours. Tom says everything works great and he could
not be happier! He just completed an IPC and is looking forward to longer missions. He has flown it to MI, NJ, WV, IN
MT, WY, ID and surrounding states.

Odds and Ends – Fall 2022
Dent where the elevator hit the rudder

- Tom Berge
Let’s see what odd stuff
I’ve been seeing lately.
I gave a flight review to
a guy who I helped with
a pre-buy last year. He
came all the way back
from California. Nice to
be in demand! Well, he
had other business in
the area so I can’t let
my head swell too much. He was here late June and a couple
of days before the flight review his RV got caught in very high
winds out in Paynesville, MN. His PVC rudder lock fractured
and with one inch of clearance between the corner of the elevator and the rudder, it still managed to come into contact and
punch a hole into the side of the rudder. Check out the pictures. An inch!!

PVC rudder lock… maybe not the best solution
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While flying with another student doing transition training, we
were doing approach stalls. My usual technique is to do repeated stalls up high without power at the recovery, so they
learn how the wing feels when it stalls. On the last stall we
would go ahead and use power in the recovery. This is the first
time a student shoved in the power but added zero rudder for
the P-factor. Darn near spun the thing. I don’t recall if he
added power before lowering the nose. Note to self, pay more
attention!!
A year ago I did a pre-buy on an RV7A. The airplane was purchased and this past winter the new owner had a new Garmin
GNC355 GPS/com installed by an avionics shop down in Nebraska. This shop took 5 months to do this. Five! There were a
couple of other things done as well, but still, five months?

Well, he got it back but the new radio didn’t work though the
GPS side did. The avionics shop just couldn’t get it to work. I
tried to help over the phone, but no joy. The shop eventually
just handed the plane back and said they couldn’t figure it out.
WTF! He wanted my help so I agreed to see what I could find.
The first thing I did was pin out the connectors. Everything
was as it should be. Now from experience, I know that most
problems are not the complicated issues one envisions, but
something really stupid. This case did not disappoint.
After the pin out, I sat there scratching my head and then noticed the trays seemed to be kind of far back. While modifying
the panel for the new install, the avionics shop added a .063
overlay to cover some instrument holes from 2 relocated instruments. This pushed the radios out another 1/16 inch. On
top of that the tray was mounted 1/8 inch aft of the original
panel thus separating the radio from the tray by 3/16 inch.
Considering that the pins are only around ¼ long, I’m surprised the GPS worked at all. The radio had no chance. Turns
out all of the avionics trays were mounted too far aft of the
panel. Took all day to remount the trays but in the end, they all
worked as they should.
I did a pre-buy on another RV this summer and found the horizontal stab forward spar bolts that are supposed to attach the
spar to the longerons didn’t quite have the required edge distance. In fact, they completely missed the longerons. This RV
had as I recall around 800 hours on it and had a good aerobatic
wringing out during the test phase. This was a partially completed kit bought by the owner and finished. No one caught
the discrepancy. Thank goodness nothing bad happened. By
the way, there is a fix for this spot since it turns out to be a
problem area.

younger than me. Both were in their twenties. The first,
George, was an Airforce guy who flew F35’s. You would expect him to do well and he did not disappoint. To say impressive would be an insult. He was so far beyond that. We got the
sight picture settled down and did all of the usual maneuvers
and finished with an engine out procedure to a full stop. That
he loved. For a constant speed, short wing RV, I figure a 6:1
glide ratio. He told me what the F35 did under the same circumstances and now I think the RV has the glide ratio of a
Schweitzer glider!
My second student was a young lady with a grand total of
around 120 hours. Her background was aeronautical engineering, working on missiles and rockets. I can now say I’ve
trained a rocket scientist. I don’t see many women driving an
airplane which is really a shame. Her skills were very good
and the catch on factor was high. The first flight was a little
difficult because she couldn’t reach the rudder pedals so for
the first time since I started transition training in 2010 I had to
move my pedals aft. It was well worth it. If both of these students are any indication of our future pilots, I think we are all
in good hands.
Then in mid-August I went on a trip to Georgia to do a prefirst flight inspection and first flight in an RV9A. If I’m going
in a first flight airplane, I want to inspect it. It was a good
build and nothing popped out too bad until I went to check out
the control stops. I moved the elevator full up, bang, elevator
full down, no bang. Let’s try that again, full down, no bang,
but now the elevator is stuck full down. I mean stuck. Oops. I
looked at the pitch servo and there was the culprit. The servo
actuator arm went over center and locked the elevator. This is
a guaranteed pilot killer. Make sure you guys check your stops
as well as making sure nothing can go over center. I also
found a prop that was not safety wired. Be suspicious and trust
no one. The first flight went well and I trained him in short order, and then headed home for some much needed rest.
Lastly, I did another pre-buy inspection in August that was
probably as bad as I’ve seen. Our editor has not given me
enough space to go into all the details, but let’s just
say…….what can I say? The words escape me. Something to
consider is yes, it’s a home built but gravity doesn’t know that
or seem to care very much. Once the wheels leave the ground,
it’s just an airplane.
Editor’s note…. We just might do a deep dive into that prebuy for our December meeting. There’s your teaser for the
day!...

This summer I had a couple of young students to transition
train. I say young because it seems everyone is getting
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Twin Cities RV Builders Fall Brat-O-Rama Fly/Drive-In Lunch

Saturday, September 24 2022 - 12 noon
Stein Air’s Hangar
Faribault Municipal Airport, Faribault, MN

We are wrapping up a stellar month of September as the summer of 2022 draws to
a close. Stein Bruch and his staff at SteinAir have again invited us back to their
beautiful hangar for our annual fall get-together. Eatin’ starts around noon but if
you want to come earlier you are more than welcome.
Everyone is invited whether you fly an RV, spam can, or even have to drive! Lot’s
of good food and fellowship is on the agenda. See ya then!!!

For fly-ins:
Program your GPS present position direct to KFBL. The Stein Air hangar is located on the north ramp at the east end of
the airport.
For drivers:
Go south on I-35 and exit at the Shieldsville, Rte 21 exit. Go west and you’ll see the airport entrance immediately on your
left.
Lost…. Call Doug at 651-398-1184
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